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RHYTHLICAL ACTIVITIES

STYLE \

IL‘AGINA’I‘ION - TIME

FORK:

STYLE

RHY'I‘HNICAL ACTIVITIES!

\ Sentences. and how to use than. "Now, my dear. tell

me all about it." ~Taku it only as a whole. with feeling of

the whole. will you please divide into three parts: 'mow.

my dear. (small pause) tell me all about it.“

This is not to be proved. but I appeal to this rhyth-

mical feeling. We have seen that this is the way to interplay

the sentencoo, tho scones. the characters. The ideal is, of

course. that these things must be Eorgotten, and then they

will arise inside of you as if of themselves - unconsciously.

Then we will really get the ability to use our rhythmical abil-

itiea.

New. speak the sentence again as a whole. Do a

comparatively long pause. not an a special thing. but as a

pause.

Spy: “I refuse to let you wriggle out." This sub-

tle feeling for these fine rhythmical things must occur in

us when we are making this attempt to hear it. and to do it

more and mere carefully. This attempt must be always there,

the feelinfi of rhythm will not come through the head but only

through the inner contact to hear the rhythm.

will you say the same sentence without any sharp
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divisions, between the first. second and third part, but have

a. feeling in general of the sounderiesx

1. I refuse

2. to let you wrigglo out

3. pause

Nobody oan tell you what is wrong as there are so many ways

to make it right.

How. will you take the following eentencex

1. Because you once meant (in this first part

there are 2 parts) (1) Because (2) you.

once meant

I want you to do one long moment in which are cer-

tain parts. I would recommend youto take a simple movement

in three parts. Try to experiencef it first of all at: a whole.

Then in three parts. Then only first part. with two parts.

Vary the sentence. and vary your mood - hour with

your whole being. By doing such exercises we will get not

only poworml epeooh. we will get our "presence" on the stage

ifwo are sure that we are living rhythm. Please do it very

quickly- in one Ibroath.

Now. we shall take another exercise - three parts -

The Deluge.

let part - enemies and animals

2nd " - coming atom — chaos

3rd " - pause

The Deluge:

We will consider as the first part, the whole scene

until the first noise of the storm. Then the second part
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which includeo everything until the moment when chaos and

panic ceases. and only when the pause is turned, begins the

third part. These are the conditions I give you. will you

imagine the whole scene so that you will anticipate the

whole be three parts. The loss descriptive the better - more

archetyrul.

The only thing I want you to cxfierience is the

three main parts. paying attention to the feeling of the

whole. without paying attention to the special divisions

which are obviously there. and try to strengthen by keeping

in your experience, in your soul. in your emotional life only

those three parts. That means. of course, that each single

part must be experienced in the whole.

I could really feel the will to get these three

parts and it was to a very great extent successful. It was

difficult because the parts are so long.

In the physical world this chair exists as it is,

but in the world of rhythm it exists as we want it. We have

to interpret the chair as we want.

Now, we shall go on with the same exercise but you

will do it to experience as a whole, without even three di-

visions ~ only one part — and try to do it like a scheme

first. as if it were a rhythmical gesture - compressed. The

rhythmical task is to experience the unity. the oneness of

the whole.
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‘ One mistake. You have not understood the justifi-

wtion of this quickness. 23“ have acted as if you have

very nuoh time. If we know we are going to do it quickly,

the justification lo quite a diffaront one. New. I want you

to ioocqttho schema still shorter. Try to live in it with

your ortiotio instinct - in a very short archetypal schema.

Do it uh quickly aa po‘solble to justify it with only the

fooling of tho whole.

Now, do it again. still shorter. Pay attention to

the beginning. I want you to take it in three parts. by

acting the beginning. pleaa-o have anticipation of tho and.

and Woo/ling the last part, romemb‘or tho bogixming. The more

you come near to tho and. the more risen in your ooul the be—

ginning. Tho middle part in tho mysterious; plaeo'not to be

repeated. when you will come to this middle part, try to

cxperlenco that we are in the fiddle part. the fine psycho-

logical part. '

STYLEI II-‘AGINATION - TIME)

Shdanoff Play [The harnessed—1|

We shall try to speak some sentences from the play

based on two things: imagination and time. We shall pay at-

tention to tho opcech only. Imagination in the style of the

PlaY- _

will you try to recall this time form get it sim-

ply through your psychological effort. Try to keep your
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bodies free. \

How. try to imagine in the style of tho play;ima-

gination and style in the speech - this is the main idea

today. At the end of the scene when Nicholas is sitting

speaking with the invisible Spy — this invisible gentleman in

spectacles - about "usual and unusual" people. imagine in the

style of the play. how he speaks. After this long torture

and psychological fight with this image he is extremely ex-

hausted and falls asleep sitting on the chair. The door

opens and the mother appears in the room. She looks at him

and sees his pale tortured face. his tired mouth. his beauti-

ful strange eyebrows with a tremendous love and desire to

help him. She sees ho is sleeping’and she turns to leave

him, asleep and resting. At this moment he opens his eyes

and looks at her and says. "Mother, dear." The mother is

frightened and starts and says. “Yes. I only...l only wanted...

to see how you are. I am sorry...I have wakenud you." He

says, "That is all right - I has awoke."

I want you to speak absolutely only in imagination

and in the style. This strange kind of pulse or heartbeat is

what the author wants to have in this play. This is an emo—

tional idea. This is very much in the style that we want to

get. When the form is there, you will get the desire to fill

it. without any intellectual content - this is the actor's

approach. Understand how important it is to find this feeling
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of tempo which exists through this whole play - the tempo in

the kind of life which is th; same through the whole play.

Imagine in the style. then be aware of what the style is.

There must bo no "hurry“ during the play unless the action

actually calls for it.

Now. this scene we have taken in the form of a

scheme - imagine in the style. After this‘long and difficult

night which Nicholas has had with the convict. the beggar

girl, the engineer and the idealist - this is one long night —

he comes back unhappy because he is always seeking for some-

thing which he cannot find. In this unhappy moment Liza ap-

pears without knoeking at the duo}; She appears before him,

having apparently had instructions from the spy - the gentle-

man in the spectacles — but she herself does not realize that

she speaks his words. that she fulfills his plans. She thinks

she speaks to Nicholas from her side.

Nicholas: You! What are you doing here?

Liza: Hy fiance has gone away ~ to his estate -

on business. I have been GXpocting you day

after day and wondering whore you were.

Nicholas: But. you shall etay?...But your fiance?...

Liza: How can I tell; what does it matter?

FORM:

We afe going to exercise in the stylox you must

again imagine in the style. You must speak the sentences cor—

rectly psychologically.‘ This strange dialogue seems illog-

ical but it means much to them. The form must be filled psy-
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cholegically - not by physical tension - fill the body with

the form. Try to find the shtisfaction when the form is

there - then the tempo will come at once.

We speak always of feelings and fire, but the fire

must not be formlasc or shapeless. When it is fire without

form and shape. it is not art. it is chaos. And in these

attempts which were without form. chaos and‘coemos were in—

terchanging. When there is form there is real fire and power.

Feeling with form. The stronger the form. the more fire you

can give. when the form in there we are happy to show our

fire. but when it is not there we are often ashamed of our

fire. Pay attention to the form wkth_nhiah you cover your

fire. >

The Meeting scene:

The Spy doclaree the meeting open. Incorporate

the style in the speech. First of all. imagine the charac-

ters: Tho spy in alweyo threatening to break the form. so he

must inevitably experience the style in the wave form an a

breathing nuloe. If it becomes one straight line it will

lose the power because it becomes too even.

Beggar Girl scene: (”airy Talc scene)

Imagine that these two personalities are living in

two different worlds. She is always living in the world of

fairy tale unreality. bcsutifu1,and fantastic, and frighten-

ing dreams. Imagine all these things in the style. Hicholas
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is living in the reality which is always ugly. He is seeking

for something, but he does nbt know himself what it is. He

has found this strange girl who tells him fairy tales as if

her fairy tales were realities. He tries to penetrate

through‘tho fairy tales to her ggglg of fairy tale. When

she speaks. her gesture is to open the door into the world

in which she sees all these images. Hie gesture. by hear-

ing the fairy»tale. is to touch where this door is - he feels

the door_is open but cannot find it. therefore. by making

this tremendous effort to find the door which she opens for

him. he begine to tell himself the fairy tales. He does not

interruyt her. hut he speaks continuously because ho is

grasping and seeking for this door. The task is to incor—

porate your imagination in the style.

i-s-«hnerz

STYLE:

Seanish figeningx

W511 you. through inner effort. get this style.

Start quite consciously what we have to do to awaken in us

to get this style. Butterflies coming from the sky and

touching the earth and flying off again — the butterfly -

changing objects.

Scenel

Old People standing before the windows with wreaths
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waiting for the bridegroom who is nearly ready. The Old

People are happy and full of expectation that the bridegroom

will appear at any moment. They will lead him to the car-

riage, and the whole group will more towards the church.

Their ioea ie that they will throw the wreaths before him.

He appeefu at the window to show that he is nearly randy,

than is frightened by the eound of the music and disappears.

There is the music to which they all react. hach word. each

sound must be complete. Each novemont complete in the

“butterfly” style. but being old. they only "touch the eerth'

psychologically. The young people are very unhappy, and

almost crying. The old people's hodios are almost breaking

they are so stiff. When the bridegroom appears with the

mother. she dominates and directs everybody. Every glance,

every movement from her affects everybody. She is always

busy — doing three things at once.


